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Abstract

A general-purpose mechanical positioning subsystem
for open-loop control of experiment devices which have
their positions established and read out by stepping
motor-encoder combinations has been developed. The
subsystem is to be used mainly for experiments to be
conducted at the National Synchrotron Light Source at
Brookhaven National Laboratory. The subsystem unit has
been designed to be compatible with a wide variety of
stepping motor and encoder types. The unit may be
operated by any device capable of driving a standard
RS-232-C asynchronous serial communication l ine. An
informal survey has shown that several experiments at
the Light Source will uae one particular type of com-
puter, operating system, and programming language.
Accordingly, a library of subroutines compatible with
this combination of computer system elements has been
written to facil itate driving the positioning subsystem
unit.

Introduction

Many devices to be incorporated into experiments
at the National Synchrotron Light Source will require
automated positioning. Included among these devices
will be beam line elements such as colllmating s l i t s ,
monochromators, and mirrors and spectrometer compo-
nents such as sample changers, goniometers, and detec-
tor transports. I t i s obvious that the dynamical
mechanical properties of such a wide variety of devices
would vary over such a wide range that devising a single
scheme for their control by closed loop servo techniques
would be extremely diff icult . A more reasonable ap-
proach is to control as many of the devices as possible
in open loop fashion with stepping motors and position
encoders. This approach has been taken with full rec-
ognition of the usual disadvantages of stepping motors,
i . e . , relatively low shaft torque and power, high power
consumption, and susceptibility to vibration during
movement. The effects of these disadvantages can be
minimized, however, by designing a subsystem which al -
lows the user to choose the basic operating parameters
of individual stepping motors. Thus, the method chosen
for submitting positioning commands to the subsystem
should lend i tse l f easily to submitting commands to
establish stepping motor parameters of operation.

Since the subsystem is to be uued in a number of
different types of experiments, priority has been placed
on making i t easy to maintain. Operation of the unit
can be made visible to the uaer or maintainer by having
a large amount of status information displayed in alpha-
numeric form in real time, i . e . , simultaneously with
operation of the unit. This method has been applied by
having each major part of the subsystem generate a video
display of i t s status. One of these parts generates a
real-time display of the current and target positions
of a l l stepping motor-encoder pairs in the subsystem.
Thus a display which would normally have "o be supplied
by the user is provided by the subsystem.
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As an additional aid to device maintenance, the
unit has been designed so that i t is capable of being
operated by very simple driving devices. Any device
which generates ASCII^1 characters over a standard
RS-232-c(2 asynchronous serial line can be used to
drive the motor controller unit. Thus a simple ASCII
character terminal -an be used to drive Che unit during
maintenance procedures. Also, most computers which are
known to be in the process of being built into experi-
ment stations at the Light Source provide input/output
ports for RS-232-C asynchronous communication lines.
Thus a.11 of these computer systems may be used to drive
the motor control unit.

An informal survey has shown that must of the ex-
periment stations which will incorporate one of the
motor control units uti l ize Digital Equipment Corpora-
tion (DEC) PDP-11/34 or LSI-11/23 computers and the
DEC ESX-llM operating system. Furthermore, experiment
control and data acquisition programs for these stations
will be written in the FORTRAN' programming language.
For this reascn, a library of FORTEAN-callable sub-
routines has beea written to faci l i tate driving the
unit from one of these computer-operating system-pro-
gramming language combinations.

Tile motor controller unit i t s e l f consists of a
chassis box which occupies 10%" vertical height of a.
standard 19" NEEMÂ  rack. The unit wi l l control up to
15 stepping motor-encoder pairs. The unit also includes
three video monitors for display of status Information.
While the size and mounting requirements of these moni-
tors are not rigorously defined, the standard unit in-
cludes a Setchell-Carlson 6M917T triple video monitor
which requires 7" vertical height of a standard 19" rack.
The motor controller unit is shown mounted in a rack in
Fig. 1.

The forma which input to and output from the motor
control unit take are presented in the following sections.
Succeeding sections outline the internal structure of the
unit. Concluding sections describe the subroutines to
be built into users' driving programs, l i s t the ex-
periments ut i l iz ing the motor control unit and their cor-
responding stepping motor and encoder types, and briefly
mention the status of the operational units.

Intrasvatem Placement

The motor control unit occupies a position within an
experiment control and data acquisition system between the
main control computer on one side and a set of stepping
me tor power supplies and position encoders on the other.
Thus two types of input to and output from the motor
control unit must be considered. The "front end" of the
controller is defined to be toward the main control
computer (or other driving device); a serial communication
line connects the driving device with the motor control
unit front end. The video displays of controller status
may also be considered to be front end output, since the
status information is to be interpreted by the user or
maintainer operating the driving device.

The "back end" of the controller i s defined to be
toward the stepping motor power supplies (translators)
and position encoders (usually shaft encoders). Output
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Fig. 1. Motor controller unit, including video
display subunits, inounted in rack.

Co che pouer supplies consists of two transistor-
transistor- logic (TTL) compacible pulse screams; in-
put consist3 of three TTL-compatible volCage leve ls .
The interface with the position encoders is not :
concisely defined, primarily because che unic has been
designed to accommodate the whole range of position
encoder readout types. The motor control unit i s con-
sidered to extend, via RS-422^ serial communication
l ines , to subunits termed encoder serializer modules.
Then che interface between the serializer modules and
the position encoders consists of a number of parallel
TTL-conspatible voltage levels or a single TTL-com-
patible pulse stream. In an additional configuration,
the position encoder i t s e l f may be absent, and the
serial izer module interfaces with the stepping motor
translator directly.

Front End Input/Output

A computer or less complex device drives the
motor control unit by means of a standard RS-232-C
asynchronous serial communication line operated in
fa l l duplex mode. The byte3 which make up the trans-
mission elements are coded as ASCII characters. The
ASCII characters are grouped into lines containing a
maximum of 64 characters each. Lines containing less
Chan the maximum number of characters are delimited by
control characters, usually a <carriage recuro> <line
feed> pair. A complete transaction between driving
device and motor controller unit consists of three
l ines:

(1) a request line is sent from the driving
device to the motor controller;

(2) the motor controller returns a response
l ine to the driving device. The response
line may be empty, i . e . , i t may consist of
only the delimiting control characters;

(3) an error message line i s recurned to the
driving device by the motor controller.
The error line is usually empty.

The number and type of control characters used to
delimit the lines of ASCII characters which make up a
transaction depend on Che characteristics of the device
driving the control unit. The motor control unit ac-
commodates different types of driving devices by
changing i t s interaction mods.

Driving Device Interaction Mode

The least complex device which may be used to drive
the motor controller unit is a standard ASCII character
terminal; the most complex is a small- or medium-scale
computer which executes an operating system having ex-
tensive capabilities for driving character-oriented
peripheral devices. The control unit facilitates inter-
action with this range of driving devices by employing
different device interaction modes.

Manual Interaction Mode. The motor control unit
operates in manual interaction mode when the driving
device is an ASCII character terminal. It is assumed
that a user or maintainer is manually typing commands
at the terminal keyboard. The motor control unit re-
spobsss are designed to faci l i tate request line entry
and to make Che response and error message lines read-
able on che terminal display. In particular, the motor
control unit in manual interaction mode executes trans-
actions in Che following manner:

(1) characters typed in the request line are
echoed back to che driving terminal as
chey are received;

(2) the <rubouO or <delete> control character
function is implemented. Typing ona of
these characters causes che previously
typed character to be removed from the
request line buffer;

(3) the request line is terminated upon
receipt of a <carriage return> control
character. A <carriage ?ecurn> <line
feed> control character pair i s echoed
back to the driving terminal;

(4) the response line is terminated with a
<carriage return> <line feed> character
pair;

(5) the error message line i s terminated
with a <carrisge return> <line feed>
character pair.

Thus nil l ines of a transaction appear sequentially in
easily readable form on the terminal display and the
jser/malntainer has faci l i t ies for correcting typing
mistakes when composing the request l ine.

Processor Interaction Mode. In normal operation,
the motor control unit is driven by a computer; when
this is the case, the unit operates in proceasor Inter-
action mode. In processor interaction mode, che manner
in which Che lines of a Cransaction are handled and Che
number and sequencing of delimiting control characters
are always dependent on the operating system and pro-
gramming language executing in the driving computer.
Different combinations of operating system/programming



language are accommodated by defining various submodes
of processor interaction mode. So far two submodes
have been implemented. Because of the physical and
logical structure of the unit, additional submodes
would be ver> eaay to implement. However, regardless
of submode, in processor interaction mode, the unit
takes the following actions during transactions:

(1) characters transmitted in the request
l ice are cot echoed back to the driving
device;

(2) the request line i s terminated upon
receipt of a <carriage return>
control character;

(3) the response line Is terminated with
a <earriage return> character.

XL Driver Submode. As will be described in
more detail in following sections, one combination of
computer and operating system used to drive the motor
controller is a DEC PDP-11/34 or LSI-11/23 computer
running under supervision of the DEC RSX-11M operating
system. The logical fac i l i ty of RSX-llM used for se-
rial communication with the motor control unit is the
"XL" message-oriented communication device. An ap-
propriate submode of interaction has been defined for
interacting with this type of device. In XL driver
submode, the response and error message HIKB are
treated as follows:

(4) the error message line is terminated
with a <carriage return> <line feed>
control character pair;

(5) no wait time interval is inserted
between transmission of the re-
sponse line and transmission of
the error message line ( i . e . , no
wait time in addition to the normal
asynchronous serial line byte trans-
mission time);

(6) no echoing of the response and error
message lines back to the motor
control unit is expected.

Terminal Driver Submode. The terminal driver
submode is provided for the case where the motor control
unit i s driven by a computer executing programs written
in the FORTRAN language and transaction lines are trans-
mitted and received using the formatted READ/WRITE state-
ment capabilities of this language. The FORTRAN logical
unit used to interact vith the motor controller i s as-
signed to a character seminal physical device. Most
operating system and FORTRAN object time (or execution
support) system combinations require that the motor
controller support this type of FORTRAN input/output
by performing the following operations:

(4) the <line feed> prosit control character
at the start of the request line is
ignored and removed from the request l ine;

(5) transmission of the response line back
to the computer does not begin until a
<line feed> character prompt has been
received. Response line characters
echoed back to the motor controller
are verified ag&inst the transmitted
characters but are otherwise ignored;

(6) transmission of.the error message line
back to the computer does not begin
until a <line feed> prompting character

has been received. Error message
1 1 M characters echoed back to the
motor controller are verified against
the transmitted characters but are
otherwise ignored;

(7) the error message line is terminated
with a <carriage return> control
character.

Regardless of the particular type and number of
control characters which delimit them, the transaction
line contains subgroups of ASCII characters recognisable
as English-language mnemonics, words, or numbers. Thus
the lines may be checked in real time ( e .g . , from the
video display) by a maintainer.

Characters within the request l ine must specify
three basic types of information: (1) function codes,
a set of mnemonics which specify the controller opera-
tion to be performed; (2) motor names, character strings
for labelling the motor-encoder pairs; and (3) position
coordinates, ASCII-coded position values with respect
to various coordinate systems used to describe the motor
axes. The response line contains information requested
by the driving device and supplied by the motor control
unit. Typically this information consists of ASCII-
coded current position values and mnemonics which in-
dicate the current status of the motor-encoder pairs
or the motor control unit i t se l f .

The error line contains a short message describing
any error detected by the unit during i t s attempt to
perform a requested function. As mentioned above, this
line wil l be empty if no error has been detected.

Position Specification Mode

The format of some information, specifically the
motor labels and the position values, in the request and
response lines depends on the current position speci-
fication mode of operation of the motor control unit.
Three position specification modes have been provided.
The modes correspond to increasingly complex methods for
visualizing and specifying the motor axis coordinate
systems. The three position specification modes are
listed below in order of increasing complexity. The
format of function codes and status indicators is in-
dependent of position specification mode.

Physical Absolute Mode. In physical absolute mode,
each motor has a name consisting of a two-digit decimal
number associated with i ts position of physical connec-
tion to the control system. The coordinate system pro-
vided in this mode is the direct reading of the position
encoder. This number has a range of 0 to (2 -1) .

Physical Scale Mode. In physical scale mode, the
motor naming convention is fh« s>ame as in physical ab-
solute mode, but the coordinate system is different. On
many devices a physical scale may be associated with a
motion in order to provide a visual check of device posi-
tion. The physical scale is usually in engineering or
scientif ic units as opposed to encoder units. The motor
control unit maintains a-physical scale coordinate system
for each motor axis and associates the physical scale with
encoder readings via a linear transformation. The linear
transformation requires that a zero point and scale
factor be specified.

Logical Experiment Mode. In logical experiment
mode, each motion (motor) is referred to by a logical
name which may consist of up to s ix characters. The map-
ping of logical names to physical motor numbers is per-
formed by the control unit. The motor names have meaning
within the context of the experiment which Is being performed,



rather than the physical layout of the motors and the
devices they drive. The same statement applies to che
coordinate ayscam used in this mode. Logical experi-
ment coordinates refer to position-related axes used
to describe the experiment being performed. There will
usually be no physical scale on the device which cor-
responds to this coordinate system. A zero point and
scale factor must also be specified for each motion
coordinated in this mode. I t Is expected that the
motor control unit Hill be used in logical experiment
position specification mode moat of the time.

The motor control unit also generates front end
output in the form of three video displays. These
displays may be interpreted by the user to ascertain
the positional status of his experiment or may be uti-
lized by a maintainer aa an important aid during sub-
system repair or maintenance. The first of these dis-
plays shows the current status of the motor control
unit itself. This status information includes the
current interaction and position specification modes.
Also, each ASCII character received by the unit is
displayed before any additional processing is perfor-
med on i t and before i t is interpreted within the re-
quest line. Once the response and error message lines
have been composed, each character in these lines is
displayed just prior to i ts transmission back to the
driving device. Thus the subsystem maintainer may
quickly check whether the serial line input/output
from/to the driving device is correct.

The second video display consists of a l i s t of
a l l motor-encoder pairs controlled by the unit. The
label (name or number) and status of each motor-encoder
pair are shown along with i ts current and target posi-
tion values. This display is primarily for the benefit
of the user; i t allows the user to verify that his de-
vices are being positioned correctly throughout the
course of an experiment. Since such a repl-time dis-
play of device position is usually required for any ex-
perimental setup, the motor controller subsystem auto-
matically provides a function for which hardware and
software would otherwise have to be added to the main
control computer (driving device).

The third video display may be used to exhibit ad-
ditional information about the stepping motor power
supplies or the position encoders themselves. In par-
ticular, a more detailed status of the motor driving
operations, including the states of limit switches as-
sociated with the motor motion, can be provided, as
can a more direct display of encoder readout in its
natural format. In general, the three displays corre-
spond roughly to the three internal parts of the con-
troller unit to be listed below. Additional details of
each display will be given in the subsection on each
part.

Back End Input/Output

The motor controller unit interfaces with stepping
motor power supplies (translators) via five optically
isolated, TTL-compatible signal lines. Two output lirea
carry pulse streams which cause the power supplies to
move the motors, one step per pulse. The two streams
correspond to clockwise and counterclockwise motor mo-
tion. The total number of pulses determines the total
motor travel during a move operation; the pulse rate
determines the instantaneous stepping velocity. These
pulse streams are suitably ramped up to and down from a
maximum stepping velocity at the beginning and end of
motor travel. Three input signal lines supply voltage
levels which 3pecify the status of clockwise and counter-
clockwise position limit switches and the home position
switch. The home position gives a reference mechanical
position by which incremental encoders or pseudo encoders

(implemented by counting stepping motor pulses) can be
initialized.

As mentioned above, the motor control unit Is con-
sidered to extend to the encoder serializer modules.
Internally, the control unit communicates with each
serializer module via an RS-422 (differential signal
pair) asynchronous serial line operated at 9600 taud
in full duplex mode. The internal transactions between
the control unit and the serializer modules consist of
one character (the request character) transmitted to
the module and one character (the response character)
returned to the control unit. Each encoder is consider-
ed L- have a maximum resolution of 24 bits or three
8-bit bytes. Five different request characters may be
used to read out an encoder:

(1) Initialize character. This request
character instructs the serializer
module to initialize the encoder and
i ts readout. Usually, no action is
required in the case of absolute en-
coders. The internal sealer (up-i'own
counter) used to accumulate pulses
from incremental encoders or pseudo
encoders (motor pulses) is set to
zero when this character is received.
The Initialize character is echoed
back to the control unit as the re-
sponse character;

(2) latch character. This request char-
acter instructs the serializer module
to latch an encoder reading into an
internal buffer. In the case of in-
cremental encoders and absolute en-
coders without integral gating elec-
tronics, the serializer module latches
at least two readings into internal
buffers in order to ensure that the
encoder readings is not in the process
of changing during the latching process.
The latch character is echoed back to
the control unit as the response char-
acter;

(3) transmit low-order byte character.
The aerializer module extracts the
low-order eight bits of the encoder
reading from its internal buffer and
transmits this bit pattern, as the
response character, back to the
control unit;

(4) transmit middle-order byte character.
The response is the same as for (3),
above, except that the encoder reading
middle byte is transmitted back to the
control unit;

(5) transmit high-order byte character.
The high-order byte of the encoder
reading is transmitted back to the
control unit.

Internal Structure

The main body of the motor control subsystem con-
sists of a standard chassis box (Flessey Peripheral
Systems PH-1150/5) modified to provide "start" and "halt"
control signals to more than one microprocessor. A con-
nector panel has been added to the back of the chassis
box. The panel contains 9- and 15-pin "D" type connec-
tors for interfacing with the serial lines to the encoder
readout serializer modules and with the TTL-compatible
lines to the motor translators.
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The chassis box occupies 10%" vertical height of
a standard 19" rack and supplies power, cooling, and
structural support to three sections of hardware
components. Each of the three sections contains both
components of common type and components of function-
specific type. The primary common component of each
section ia a microprocessor, a DEC LSI-11/2 s ingle-
board level processor. The common components also
include a variable size local memory array, a serial
line unit fox driving a diagnostic terminal, a video
display generator module, and a buss reminator module
which contains a line time clock.

Hardware components specific to the function per-
formed by each section wi l l be mentioned In the text
sections below which describe the individual functions.

Communication among the three sections i s ac-
complished via a shared n-emory subsystem.6'7 This
subsystem consists of three shared memory access ports,
one for each section, and a potentially large module
(many megabytes) of memory accessed via a DEC Modified
UNIBCS bussing scheme. The shared memory module may
contain any type of UNIBUS-compatible memory. The
motor control unit shared memory contains 8,192 bytes
of read/write memory (RAM) of metal oxide semiconductor
(MOS) type and 196,608 bytes of ultraviolet l ight eras-
able, programmable read-only access memory (EPRCM).
The RAII memory is used for communicating function re-
quest/response parameters between pairs of processors;
the EPRCM memory contains Images of operating systems
and programs to be executed by the processors.

Software for execution by the processor within
each section has a common str-Tture which includes as
major components an operating system, a module of trap
(software interrupt) service routines, and a FORTRAN
main program-overlay set . The interaction of the
various components can be explained by describing die
bootstrap procedure for the motor control unit as a
whole.

At motor control unit bootstrap, each processor
automatically executes a short (400(8) bytes) boot-
strap program residing, as read-only memory code, ia
the module which terminates the processor's local buss
(Q-buss). The bootstrap program sets an appropriate
page number into the page number register of i t s pro-
cessor's shared memory access port and loads a shore
(1000(8) bytes) system loader program from the read-
only portion of the shared memory module into processor
local remory. Execution of the system loader program
is begun; the loader program transfers two modules from
shared memory to processor-local memory: an image o£ a
DEC RSX-11S operating system and a module of synchronous
system trap (SST) service routines. The operating
system could be specially tailored (in terms of device
drivers and task execution support routines) for each
processor, but in the present case a single image is
used for al l three processors. The main feature of
this operating system is support of a driver for a
console (diagnostic) terminal. The module of synchro-

_ nous system trap service routines supports execution
of FORTRAN language main programs and overlays by load-
ing these components from the shared memory module on
demand. The operating system (12 Kbytes) and SST
service routines module (4 Kbytes) occupy the lowest
part of processor address space."

The system loader transfers program control to the
RSX-llS operating system. In turn, the operating sys-
tem init ial izes i t se l f and automatically begins ex-
ecution of a small dummy task built into and loaded
along with the operating system image. The dummy task
executes only one instruction, a software interrupt,
or synchronous system trap, to an SST service routine

which loads and starts execution of the processor's
FORTRAN main program. As far as the operating system
is concerned, the dummy task executes continuously
throughout operation of the motor control unit.

It i s the FORTRAN main program, along with i t s a s -
sociated overlays, which performs the motor controller
subfunctions required of each section. Typically the
main program periodically examines either ths input
serial l ine port buffer or the shared memory function .
request area until a function request has been received.
The program then decodes the function request and per-
forms the Indicated function. The main program and
each overlay are restricted to a maximum length of
16,384 bytes.

The log lc i l space bef.ieen addresses 140 000(8)
and 157 777(8) is used as a window for mapping into
shared memory physical apace. The last (highest)
8,192 bytes of address apace correspond to the standard
DEC external device registers.

The hardware and software belonging to each section
perform a part, or subfunction, of the motor controller
subsystem function. The subfunctions bear a hierarchical
relationship to each other, in Che sense that a processor
at one level in the hierarchy may request lower level
functions from the processor at the next lower leve l ,
but may not request functions of higher level process-
ors,. The subfunction performed by each section i s
discussed below in order of decreasing level ia the
hierarchy.

Protocol Handler Section

The protocol handler section resides at the high-
est level In the functional hierarchy. This section
handles serial line communication with the experiment
control device and decodes the submitted function codes.
The protocol handler is also responsible for converting
the ASCII fields of motor label and position value into
internal binary representation (and vice versa for re-
turned output information). As mentioned above, this
section also generates a video display of "he status of
of the motor controller as a whole, in particular, the
real-time display of serial line ASCII characters as
they are received and transmitted.

The only component of subfunction-speciflc hardware
present in this section is a DEC DLV-1LJ quadruple asyn-
chronous serial line port. Two of the ports provided
by this module are utilized: the f irs t is connected t"
the experiment control device, while the second supports
input/output from/to a manual controller box8 (a special
purpose driving device).

The primary function of the FORTRAN main program
executing in this section is to support these serial
line ports by setting up device interrupt service rou-
tines appropriate to the current driving device inter-
action mode and submode of the motor control unit.
These interrupt service routines are responsible for
receiving, delimiting, and transmitting transaction
lines and raising a flag when a complete request l ine
has been received. The main program decodes the words
of the request line and determines whether or not i t
naist cal l one of i ts overlays in order to perform the
requested function. The FORTRAN main program-overlay
set cade uses very l i t t l e of the text conversion and
formatting capabilities of the language. The special
cases of these operations unique to the motor control
unit have been identified and assembly language level
subroutines written to perform them. Typically, the
logical variable manipulation and subroutine calling
features of the FORTRAN language a^e stressed. These
features fac i l i tate setting up and modifying the overall
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(complex) control algorithm for a section.

The protocol handler section also maintains the
position specification mode parameter of the unit.
This parameter is used to keep track of the coordinate
systems associated with each motor axis and generate
the video display of axis current and target position
values. The protocol handler program uses FORTRAN
floating point arithmetic routines to reduce a l l logi-
cal experiment mode and physical scale node coordinates
to encoder readings (physical absolute mode). If a
submitted function code specifies a motor positioning
operation, the protocol handler passes the position
parameters, in 24-bit binary integer form, to the next
lower section in the hierarchy, the motor driver section.

Motor Driver Section

The motor driver section uses current and target
position value information (in 24-bit fixed point bi -
nary representation) to compute motor travel values and
generate the required number of step pulses for the
motor power supplies. Special-purpose hardware present
in this section consists of subsections which perform
control operations for each individual motor. Each sub-
section is capable of handling complete motor move
operations (with acceleration, deceleration, and back-
lash takeup) once i t has been provided with motor total
travel and maximum stepping velocity parameters. These
subsections also handle homing operations and readout
of limit switch and home switch status.

The subsection consists of an Intel 8085A 8-bit
microprocessor and an Intel 8155 multifunction inte-
grated circuit which contains a 256-byte read/write
memory and three parallel input/output ports. The sub-
section also includes a generic 2716 EPROM for program
stok.^e and an Advanced Micro Devices 8253-5 program-
mable counter/timer for generation of the stepping
pulse stream. The parallel-l ine ports accept the limit
switch voltage levels as input; limit switch statu3
change also interrupts the subsection processor so that
the stepping pulse stream being generated can be stop-
ped. All counter/timer output is optically isolated
from the motor translators; a l l parallel port input is
optically isolated from the limit switch power supplies.

Each subsection communicates with the motor driver
processor by having a portion of i ts local RAM memory
addressable as an array of external device registers on
the Q-buss of that processor.^ structurally, the elec-
tronics for four subsections is contained on a single
hex-width DEC-compatible printed circuit board.

The motor driver section generates a video display
of the motor current and target position valurs for each
motor axis. The positions are exhibited as decimal in-
tegers and thus correspond to physical absolute mode
coordinates. The display also includes status mnemonics
for the axis position limit switches. If a current posi-
tion value is required for an axis, the motor driver
section submits, via the shared memory, a function re-
quest to the encoder reader section.

Encoder Reader Section

The encoder reader section occupies the lowest
level in the functional hierarchy. This section employs
DEC DLV-1LJ asynchronous serial line port modules, as
function-specific hardware, to read out the encoders.
The single-character request/response protocol detailed
above is used to obtain three-byte encoder readings,
formatted according to specific encoder type. The en-
coder reader section converts these readings into in-
ternal binary representation before passing them back up
to higher level processors. Encoder readings may be

obtained on demand or in a continuous1 mode. This sec-
tion generates a video display of cu cent encoder read-
ings both in decim.l integer form and in a binary coded
form which corresponds to the actual bit pattern read
from the encoder.

Subsystem Driver Routines

Including the Instrumentation Division prototype,
six motor control units have been constructed. Five of
the units have been assigned to a test or experiment
station; a l l of these stations employ a DEC PDP-11/34
or LSI-11/23 computer, the DEC RSX-llM operating system,
and the FORTRAN highilevel programming language. Ac-
cordingly, a set of FORTRAN-callable subroutines has
been written to facilitate driving the motor control
unit from this computer system configuration.

Motor control functions are initiated by calling
one of the subroutines at the highest level in the se t .
These subroutines are also written in FORTRAN; the re-
quested function is mnemonically contained in the sub-
routine name. The FORTRAN subroutines invoke lower level
subroutines written in DEC assembly language to f i l l a
line buffer with ASCII-coded words representing the
function code and other parameters, typically a motor
label and position coordinate, required to completely
specify the function. A particular type of RSX-llM ex-
ecution support software interrupt, the "QIO" or "queue
input/output transfer" trap, is invoked to queue up the
output/input operation required to transmit/receive
transaction lines to/from the motor control unit. These
input/output transfer requests are placed in the queue
of a serial l ine physical device which is logically
treated by the RSX-llM operating system as an "XL mes-
sage-oriented communications device". Thus the operating
system must have an "XL" device driver built into i t in
order that the subroutine package be used.

Assembly language level subroutines decode the re-
sponse and error message lines returned by the unit and
return the resulting ASCII strings to higher-level
FORTRAN routines. The FORTRAN "DECODE/ENCODE" fac i l i t i e s
are used for converting position coordinates from ASCII
form to internal binary floating point representation.
In particular, the package uses the following standard
variables:

IMTRNO, the motor-encoder pair number. This
integer variable assumes values from 1 to 15(10);

CORPOS or TGTPOS, the motor-encoder pair cur-
rent or target position value. Coordinate positions
are maintained as floating point numbers within a main
program or overlay and converted to ASCII strings ap-
propriate to the motor control unit current position
specification mode by the support subroutines. The
motor controller almost always operates in "logical
experiment" position specification mode when being
driven by this package;

LMOVNG, LMVTTG, LMVTHM, LATTGT, LATHOM, LATCWL,
LATCCL, LATMNL, IATMXL, LURTGT, a n d LURHOM, m o t o r e n -
coder pair status flags. These logical variables are
returned with .TRUE, values i f the motor-encoder pair
has the status ("moving", "moving towards target",
etc.) indicated by the variable name;

LFTNSF, a logical variable returned with .TRUE,
or .FALSE, to reflect the outcome (successful or not)
of the requested function;

IERRPT(64), the returned error message. This byte
array will contain an error message to be printed if the
function requested of the motor control unit is not
successful.



Experiment Station Translators,
Motors, and Encoders

The desig.-. objective of making the motor control
unit compatible with macy types of translators and en-
coders has been realized. The motors, translators,
and encoders present at one test station and three ex-
periment stations are briefly l isted following. The
Small-Angle X-ray Scattering Station being constructed
at Brookhaven's Biology Department is to have thirteen
motions automai_ed. Table I gives details of the me-
chanical positioning hardware at this station. The
sixth unit is a Light Source spare and has not been
assigned to an experiment.

(3) X-ray topography, NSLS and State University
of Hew York at Stony Brook, Twelve motions are being
automated with SLO-SYN type ST103 and ST105 translators.
These translators drive SLO-SYN series M061, M062, M091
and M092 motors at 3000 and 5000 steps/second, respec-
tively, """he motions have thel*- ?"sitions encoded with
BEI incremental encoders.

(4) Test fac i l i ty , Instrumentation Division. Two
axes are used for testing the motor control unit. The
first employs a SLO-SYN TBM105-6309 translator to drive
SLO-SYN M063-FC09 motor. The axis is coordinated with
a BEI 5V241 12-bit absolute encoder. The second axis
uti l izes a SLO-SYN STM1800 translator logic card with
external power supplies, a SLO-SYN SS25-1002 motor, and

MOTION
LABEL

MOTION DESCRIPTION TRANSLATOR
TYPEt

MOTOR
TYPE

ENCODER
TYPE*

COMMENTS

C

D

E

X
Atten-
uator

Sample
changer

Beam follower, horizontal direction,
moves entire spectrometer in order
to follow incident beam

Beam follower, vertical direction,
moves entire beam spectrometer in
order to follow incident beam

Direction along spectrometer arm,
detector to sample spacing

Direction perpendicular to spec-
trometer arm, detector scan motion

Spectrometer carriage travel, spec-
trometer distance from last optical
output element

Sample position, vertical direction

Spectrometer arm, detector rotation
about horizontal axis

Sample rotation about
horizontal axis

Monochromator, determines wavelength

Sample rotation, i to \

Sample rotation, i to IJU

Rotation of attenuator disks wheel
into incident beam

Rotation of samples wheel

ST103 M092-FC09-E 5VN232BGL

TM60OU

TBM105-
9214

TBM105-
6209

TBM105-
9322

TBM105-
6209

TBM105-
1230

ST103

ST101

ST101

ST101

TBM105-
6209

Included

M172-FD306

M092-FD310

M062-FC09-E

M093-FD301-E

M062-FC09-E

MU2-FJ326

M093-FC11

M062-FD03

M062-FD03

M062-FD03

M062-FC09

Included

5VN232BGL

5VN232BGL

5VN232BGL

5VN232BGL

5VN232BGL

5V682HBG

ITEK
16/23 MICRO

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

NONE

High-power step-
ping motor, 0.8 HP

Encoder resolu-
tion is 16 bits
Micro size encoder
to f i t inside
rotary table

Translator and
motor built into
sample changer

TABLE I . STEPPING MOTORS AND ENCODERS FOR POSITIONING DEVICES AT
BNL BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT SMALL-ANGLE X-RAY SCATTERING STATION

tAH t rans la tors are Superior E l e c t r i c SLO-SYN models unless otherwise noted.
*All encoders are Baldwin E l e c t r o n i c s , Inc . models un le s s otherwise noted.

(1) X-ray crystallography, BNL Chemistry Depart-
ment. This unit drives six axes of a Huber goniostat
by means of six jtperior Electric SLO-SYN12 translators
and motors. All translators are 5000 step/second open
chassis type, series TBM105. The motors are types
M061-FD08 and M091-FD09. No encoders are used; the en-
coder serializer modules count motor step pulses. This
unit is fully operational.

(2) Materials analysis using EXAFS t 3KL Department
of Energy and Environment. The motor control unit is
being connected to six MESUR-MATIC series 340 motors,
two of which are driven by Model 3640A Microstepper
translators. The motors are normally 200 steps/revo-
lution; the microstepping translators multiply this
resolution to 1600 steps/revolution. This station
uti l izes BEI series 5VN270 incremental encoders.

a BEI 5V270BZ 10-bit incremental encoder. The test
facil ity has been in operation since May of 1981.

Future Work

Three improvements to the motor control unit are
being considered. The first would modify the output of
the motor driver subsections so that, as an option, a
stepping pulse stream and clockwise/counterclockwise
direction voltage level would be produced instead of two
pulse streams. This would add other types of translators
to the list of types with which the control unit is di-
rectly compatible. The second improvement consists of
adding a control line frcm the subsections which would
turn translator power off when the motor is not stepping
(assuming that the driven load will not back-drive the
motor). The third improvement is more complex and will



be undertaken if high-speed multinle-axes scans are
required. This change wi l l involve additional soft-
ware in a l l three sections of the motor control unit
and s i l l essentially speed up the propagation of a step
command received over the se r ia l line through the pro-
tocol handler section to the motor driver sect ion.
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